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This “in-store” class is a perfect way to answer all the questions that
you may have as a beginner. There is also a casting session with some
very basic instruction on making a straight line cast. The Introductory
Class is a great way get into the sport of fly fishing without feeling
overwhelmed. Introduction to Fly Fishing classes are held at the shop on the 2nd Saturday of
every month and are limited to 10 participants. Cost: $50

Beginning Fly Tying
There's nothing more gratifying as a fly fishing angler than catching a
fish on something you created. And it's not as hard as you may think.
This class focuses on the basics and is the first step in our fly tying
courses. Flies selected for the class are typically matched with the
current season and fishing opportunities. Classes are held the 3rd Saturday of every
month and are limited to 8 participants. Cost: $25, or free with purchase of vise and tools.

Yuba River Clinic
This clinic is offered year around and the techniques discussed will
work for both trout and steelhead alike. Basic fundamentals will be
covered including fishing with an indicator, dry flies, soft-hackle
presentations, proper mending, and tuning up your cast if needed. The
first three hours will be instruction/discussion followed by two hours of fishing on your own in
private waters. Cost: $90 and limited to 6 anglers.

Technical Nymphing Clinic
We are offering a technical nymphing class to help get you dialed into
getting everything right for those picky fish. We will spend about two
hours in the “classroom” going over rigging, casting, mending, reading
water, dead drifting, hook sets, and fighting the fish. The next two
hours will be spent on the water getting you in tune with technical fishing. Class location will
be chosen by the instructor. Cost: $50 and limited to 10 anglers.

Spey/Switch Casting Class
Take advantage of our two-handed casting class and the opportunity
to enjoy a whole new level of fly fishing. Learn about line selection,
proper line and rod balance, casting terminology, ideal water to fish,
and fundamental casting techniques. Put away the indicator for a day
and see for yourself how exciting it is to feel the tug of hooking a fish on the swing.
Cost: $125 and is limited to 4 anglers.

Call (916) 722-1055 for reservations and availability.
www.flyfishingspecialties.com/classes.html

